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Getting an NIH grant is a critical milestone to become an established investigator in 
USA, and similar grant requirement exists in other parts of the world. Many members 
in OCSMRM are superb scientists deserving to be funded by NIH. OCSMRM would 
like to demystify NIH grant pursuit process and make it efficient and effective, 
particularly to help junior members including assistant professors and postdocs to 
develop their careers. Thanks to a group of our senior established investigators who 
are very successful with NIH funding and very experienced with NIH review process, 
OCSMRM has organized and would like to invite you to a grant writing Q/A session 
4/24 Monday 7-9 pm at ISMRM Hawaii Convention Center Room 306AB.  
The session aims to be interactive between audience who have grant questions and the 
panelists who will address these grant questions. We will start with an 
introduction/overview, which will be provided by Professor Hanzhang Lu’s 10 min 
presentation entitled “Top 10 things to know about writing an NIH grant”. Then we 
will proceed to questions and answers.  
 
To enhance the productivity of this session, we would like to collect questions from 
you. You can ask any questions about NIH grant process. It would be most helpful to 
you if you ask questions that concern you, such as those in your summary statements. 
Of course, you need redact private/sensitive information from your questions. We are 
open to collect questions now (submit to Professor Yi Wang, yw233@cornell.edu). 
You should submit questions as soon as possible to get optimal considerations by our 
premier panelists. We encourage you ask questions at the session. 
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3/30/2016 Update 
 
We are pleased to update you that by now we have 14 
confirmed distinguished panelists, who are experienced and keen in helping 
OCSMRM scientists develop their careers and secure grants.  
We have 10 distinguished panelists from US who are highly successive with 
NIH grants and very active in reviewing grants at NIH study sections, 
including a NIH program officer (PO): 



 
Cheng Leo 
Ge Yulin 
Lu Hanzhang 
Lu Zheng-Rong 
Liu Guoying (NIBIB PO) 
Shih Yen-Yu 
Song Allen 
Su Lydia 
Ying Leslie 
Yuan Chun. 
 
We are also going to expand grantsmanship to China, for which we have the 
following 4 distinguished panelists who are most active radiology chairs, 
institute director and corporate R&D director: 
 
Chen Qun 
Du Yiping 
Li Kuncheng 
Zhang Minming 
 
In addition to questions during the session, you can submit in advance 
your questions to Professor Yi Wang, yw233@cornell.edu, who will help to 
get optimal considerations by our premier panelists. 
 


